
SUN BELOW LP - LYRICS 

CHRONWALL NEANDERTHAL 

Chronwall - looming high 

Smokestream - floods the sky 

Worship - hallowed flame 

Harvest - holy plains 

Chronwall - crystal stone 

Dooman - bong and bone 

Awaken - ancient kind 

Ignite - chronic mind 

HOLY DRIFTER 

Ragged drifter walks the holy path 

Seeking out the ancient herb 

Gift of sight a curse in stranger's eyes 

Fear the future yet untold 

Ritual burning stirs the prophet's sight 

Potent visions rise from smoke 

Hazy meanings lost in billows green 

The hidden truth within the strain 

Solar deity bestows the grass 

Child of sun is amplified 

Inhaling deeply from his mountain shrine 

Ascending to a heightened state 

 

Wisdom's eyes, burning red 

Sativa rising from red shed 

Calling to the peaks of pike 

Smoke builds up and frees the mind 

 

GREEN VISIONS 

Breathe deep of ancient wizard smoke 

Hazy dawn, potency awoke 

Pass through worlds, realm's of future's past 

Decibels exhaled from vapour mass 

Green visions 

What did you see? 



Green visions 

What did it mean? 

Sow the seeds of deep hallucination 

Sacred strain, mind in cultivation 

Sky of green, clouds beneath the ocean 

Drowning sun, reflected premonition 

 

Green visions 

What did you see? 

Green visions 

What did it mean? 

KINETIC KIEF 

Grind on stone, the last leaf 

Found life, kinetic kief 

High relief, in disbelief 

Collector of the holy reef 

 

Passion session, last resort 

Quantity question, sift export 

Crystal high, stimulates 

Expanding eyes, hallucinate 

KInetic kief, hear it speak 

Summoned up to mountains peak 

Desperate session, mind revived 

Strain connection, beyond time 

TWIN WORLDS I & II 

Up high, scalled cliffside, peak of mountain shrine 

Herb flows, smoke engulfs, ritual crosses time 

Distant sky, ruptures wide, a void with eyes that see 

Mirrored mind, inside, speak to me in smoke 

Stoned gaze, through future's haze, wisdom turned to ash 

Chance out, smoked out, shadow sun burns black 

Sights unseen, I've longed to free, the end revealed to me 

Timeslines, entwined, sativa guides our hand 

Lost within time 

Drift between worlds 



Words from beyond 

Bending my mind 

 

Seeds of the past 

Suspended in smoke 

Bonded in haze 

Through parallel strains 

 

Visions ablaze 

Eras collide 

River flows green 

Sands running low 

 

Worlds out of phase 

Distant sun fades 

Shows me the path 

Fates burning red 

SOLAR BURNOUT 

Light flickers from the smoking star 
Scorched embers, burning low 
Depart for worlds of potent green 
Drifting somewhere in the galaxy 
 
Shards of sun splinter into space 
Red star wanes, simmer and collapse 
Cosmic chasm, emerging from the vacuum 
Hollow vastness, reality off the axis 
 
Pull through towards the ether thick with haze 
Astral tear, return to mouth of void 
Approaching the brink of black horizon 
Cross over the rift in space and time 
 


